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FLUORIDE POSITION PAPER

Extracts: “This study did not find a statistically significant effect of water fluoridation.” They did 
find a significant correlation between decay and economic status, which is a finding that should be 
pursued.

Featherstone and other prominent researchers on fluoride have found that ingested fluoride does not 
significantly reduce decay, and that  fluoride’s primary effect is topical. Their studies have found 
that the level of fluoride incorporated into dental mineral by systemic ingestion is insufficient to 
play a significant role in caries [decay] prevention.6,7

So, if ingested fluoride doesn’t do any good, why are we drinking it, and why are some physicians 
still prescribing fluoride supplements for infants and children? 

One noted authority, Dr. Paul Connett, has stated that “ingesting fluoride for cavity prevention 
makes about as much sense as swallowing sun block to protect the skin form sunburn.”

“Fluoridation as a health policy] is against all principles of modern pharmacology. It’s really 
obsolete … I think those nations that are using it  should be ashamed of themselves. It’s against 
science.”

Dr. Arvid Carlsson, Nobel Laureate in Medicine/Physiology (2000) 
“Over the past ten years, a large body of peer-reviewed science has raised concerns that fluoride 
may present unreasonable health risks particularly among children, at levels routinely added to tap 
water in American cities.”

Environmental Working Group, July, 2005 
“The whole thing is politics. You’re not talking science at all.”

Dr. Robert Carton, President of the Union of EPA professional workers headquartered in 
Washington, DC. This Union has called for a moratorium on all water fluoridation due to safety 
concerns.

There have been studies linking fluoride exposure with a number of health concerns. Disruption of 
thyroid function, increased hip fracture in the elderly, early stages of skeletal fluorosis, decreased 
IQ level in children (in some recent studies in China), disfiguring dental fluorosis, suspicion of 
increased incidence of bone cancer in young males, all have found their way  into the scientific 
literature.15 Can any of these health effects occur at levels of fluoride exposure one would get from 
drinking fluoridated water? This is a crucial question, and one that is at the center of a recent report 
from the National Research Council (NRC). Below is the story of how the highest authorities in 
science in this country cast serious doubt on the safety of water fluoridation……..

From a scientific point  of view, water fluoridation makes no sense. There are other issues to look at 
as well, such as economic costs, sociological considerations (“mass medication” without informed 
consent), and health freedom issues. Fluoride cannot be easily removed from tap  water with home 
filters. Elaborate and expensive filters including reverse osmosis are about the only effective means. 
The best way to get fluoride out of the water is to eliminate the source. The solution to the decay 
problem in this country  doesn’t involve the use of a toxic, ineffective substance. Dental decay can 
be prevented in a safe and effective way by good oral hygiene and healthy diet choices. At the same 



time, these healthy habits are also effective at preventing gum disease (fluoride isn’t effective at 
that, either). 

This isn’t always easy to implement, but good health choices aren’t always easy. They do, however, 
work. 
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